
YAK TRACKS: Year End Update
Getting Your News By the Horns

The Center for Biological Diversity has our back. They are an important contributor

to the animal conservation space. They perform critical and effective conservation

work for several species and habitats, have 1.7 million members, are valued at 20.1

million dollars, and have hundreds of committed lawyers on staff. CEO Kierán

Suckling says "We support the work of the World Heritage Yak Conservancy

(WHYC) and their effort to stop the degradation of the endangered Heritage Yak

breed and hope you will too."  WHYC achieves results by genetic testing and

tracking yak in North America. Kierán and the Center for Biological Diversity agrees

that WHYC efforts in "Decreasing hybridization of pure blood yak, and monitoring

inbreeding through genetic testing," will help save this breed. Together we can save

this important genetic diversity for future generations. "WHYC's Research

Conservation Partnership efforts will help this rare and endangered breed to survive

and thrive." says The Center for Biological Diversity.

 
"Monitoring pedigree through genetic testing will help this

rare and endangered Heritage Yak breed to survive and
thrive... We support the work of the World Heritage Yak

Conservancy (WHYC) and their efforts to stop the
degradation of the endangered Heritage Yak breed, and

hope you will too."
 

- Kieran Suckling
CEO Center for Biological Diversity   

 

If You Missed It, YAK FEST Was a Huge Success!
 

The Priest Family, who own and operate A Yak or 2 Ranch, are WHYC members

who have caught the WHYC vision to preserve, protect, and promote the North

American Heritage yak. Their success is exciting evidence of a growing public

interest in the WHYC mission and the power of yaks to bring a community together. 

On October 2, A Yak or 2 Ranch in northern Michigan drew together 1,700 visitors

from near and not so near for Yak Fest, an event that celebrates yaks and the

community fostered by a shared fascination with them. 

 

Yak Fest - 2nd Annual
This year was A Yak or 2 Ranch's

second annual Yak Fest. The Priests

hosted last year's Yak Fest as a casual

open house to debut their ranch and

answer the question "what's a yak?"

for their neighbors. Within two hours of

opening the ranch gates, the hosts had

handed out every last crumb of the 30

dozen doughnuts they were planning

to serve all day and, by the end of the

event, the guest count jumped above

750. The warm feeback from these

guests was more than enough to tell

the Priests that their community was

ready for yaks and excited for Yak Fest

to return, bigger and better, in 2021.

The Priests obliged! 

 

Hay Rides into the Yak Field
From 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, guests were able to take a complimentary trip into the yak

pasture on a wagon ride to see the animals up close. The day was wonderfully

warm for October, the trees were in full color, and the yaks were content to be

admired by the hundreds of fascinated onlookers who enjoyed watching the yaks

graze, snooze, play, and do what yaks do. The yaks had just as much fun observing

their excited visitors, many of whom had never seen a yak in person before.

 

Amazing Turnout
Over 1,700 guests were counted in attendance, more than doubling the participation

from the year prior. Nearly 40 friends and family members volunteered their help to

set up, staff the various stations at the event, tear down, and take care of the many

things that needed done to make the day possible for the community.     

Family Friendly
There was something to make everyone's yak experience a good one at Yak Fest

2021. Admission to the event was free to all and included: wagon rides into the

pasture with the yaks, educational yak seminars, free doughnuts, pumpkin bowling,

facepainting and scenic walking trails in the woods. At lunch time the grills were

sizzling up yak burgers for hundreds of soon-to-be yak meat fans. After sampling

the meat, many visitors picked up a few pounds of frozen burger to take home and

perused the rest of the ranch store's yak wool goods and fun apparel.

Hay Rides

Make Yourself-a-Yak

Pumpkin Bowling

Yak Burgers and Giftstore

Yak Education

Yak Education
A Yak or 2 Ranch owner Mark Priest and his daughter Bethany Priest taught

interactive seminars throughout the day in order to answer the excited questions of

the many intrigued visitors. Bethany taught "Yak Fiber 101", a talk focused on the

properties and harvesting process of yaks' woolen fiber and Mark offered "Yak 101",

which delved into the frequently asked questions and common knowledge gaps

about yak. Mark also spoke about responsible animal husbandry and other topics

relevant to "Raising Yaks". Public education is a significant role A Yak or 2 Ranch

has assumed in order to raise public awareness for the conservation of this

invaluable species. "We're answering the question "what's a yak?" says Bethany

Priest.

WHYC
An emphasis on education about animal health and well-being is a fundamental part

of the A Yak or 2 Ranch breeding model that naturally prompts the public to care

about yaks and attracts prospective yak buyers to select their animals from their

breeding program. Being a WHYC member is an organic fit for A Yak or 2 Ranch,

Bethany Priest commented. "We raise our yaks to be happy, healthy, and beautiful,

and when people realise how rare animals like ours are, you can see the surprise in

their eyes", said Priest. "So many visitors have supported us because they love

what we are doing  –  more than just owning animals, we're preserving a species.

That's what WHYC wants to do; save these wonderful animals, right down to a

genetic level, so others can enjoy them and still be asking "what's a yak?" and not,

"what was a yak?" long after we're gone".

 

"We're preserving an endangered breed. That's what
WHYC wants to do; save these wonderful animals, right

down to a genetic level, so others can enjoy them and still
be asking "what's a yak?" and not, "what was a yak?" long

after we're gone".
- Bethany Priest 

Next Year - Yak Fest 2022
 

What is in store for Yak Fest 2022? More yaks, more fun, and hopefully more of you

being there to celebrate yaks and the wonderful conversations and community that

they start! WHYC members will turn out to support, provide resources. and bring

specimens for heritage fiber, cheese, and yak judging. We're exciting about 2022!

 

Follow A Yak or 2 Ranch on their Facebook, Instagram or contact them via their

website ayakor2ranch.com to find out more about Yak Fest 2022 and everything

else happening on their ranch.

Visit A Yak Or 2 here

 

NEW WHYC SCIENCE:
How closely related is the Heritage yak breed to
Wild yak on the Tibetan Plateau?
 

The University of Wisconsin Madison (UWM) Yak Genotyping Team is working with

WHYC on the largest study of yak in North America to date. It is also the first study

targeting the Heritage Yak breed. We already know the Heritage yak breed is of

National Significance. This important genetic research will differentiate the breed. It

will let us know to what degree the remnant Heritage Yak population is related to

Tibetan Yak on the Qinghai Tibetan Plateau. Early importation and zoo records

support our efforts - now we'll look at alleles. We are excited to gain information

about preserving endangered biological diversity for future generations.
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Our unique, new data, exclusively from WHYC

members, will make this research the largest study of

the North American Yak breed yet conducted - it is

also specifically targeting the Heritage yak breed. We

are using 100 whole genome, unique tissue samples

from Pedigreed, Heritage yak (no pooled data here).

Unfortunately, our early research partners at IYAK are

not interested in participating in this research with us.

We are confident that their BOD is making the best

decision for their members, and we are looking

forward to reporting on our exciting pilot data in the

coming months. This specificity gives our research an

advantage in that we will be able to look exclusively at

the Heritage yak breed, unadulterated by knock-offs

and unpedigreed yak alternatives. This means we'll

have cleaner and less ambiguous research results.

Very exciting!

Stay Tuned.

 Read more about UWM Animal Sciences on Facebook >

Adopt A Yak Initiative
Symbolically Adopt a Heritage Yak
 

Our Adopt A Yak Campaign was super successful in bringing awareness to our

breed this season. We had tons of clicks and reached over 10 thousand

conservation-minded supporters and Heritage breed enthusiasts. This initiative

introduced many new WHYC members, and attracted valued media contacts and

donors. We are so grateful to our growing WHYC family!!

 

Supporting members receive an Adoption Kit: including your stuffed Heritage Yak

plushie, Adoption Certificate, Yak Thank You card, Species Card, quality grocery

style Gift Bag, and a subscription to the Yak Tracks Newsletter. Each package is

lovingly gift wrapped with a personalized note. These donations contribute 100% of

the profits to conservation and preservation of North American and Wild type-yak,

and are a 501c3 tax deduction. You can be the difference in stopping domestic

extinction of this Heritage breed. 

 

Adopt A Yak
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